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QUEER 

AND 

NOW 

A MOTIVE I think everyone who does gay 
and lesbian studies is haunted by the suicides 

of adolescents. To us, the hard statistics come 
easily: that queer teenagers are': two to three 

times likelier to attempt suicide, and to accom
plish it, than others; that up to 30 percent of teen 

suicides are likely to be gay or lesbian; that a third 
of lesbian and gay teenagers say they have attempted 

suicide; that minority queer adolescents are at even 
more extreme risk.1 

The knowledge is indelible, but not astonishing, to 
anyone with a reason to be attuned to the profligate way 

this culture has of denying and despoiling queer energies 
and lives. I look at my adult friends and colleagues doing 

lesbian and gay work, and I feel that the survival of each one 
is a miracle. Everyone who survived has stories about how it 

was done 

-an outgrown anguish 
Remembered, as the Mile 

Our panting Ankle barely passed
When Night devoured the Road-

But we-stood whispering in the House
And all we said-was "Saved"! 

1. Paul Gibson, "Gay Male and Lesbian Youth Suicide," U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Report of the Secretary's Task Force on Youth Suicide (Washington, D.C., 

1989), vol. 3, pp. 110-142. 
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It (as Dickinson has it).2 How to tell kids yvi}.2_ ~r~ supposed never to learn 
this, that, f~r:.th~r:.. '!19.!1.lh th<: road w~dens and the air brightens; that in t~e 
bjg wotldthere are worlds \\'here it's plausible, our demand to get used to it. 

EPISTEMOLOGIES I've heard of many people who claim they'd as soon 
their children were dead as gay. What it took me a long time to believe is 
that these people are saying no more than the truth. They even speak for 
others too delicate to use the cruel words. For there is all the evidence. 
The preponderance of school systems, public and parochial, where teach
ers are fired, routinely, for so much as intimating the right to existence of 
qu~er people, desires, activities, children. The routine denial to sexually 
~cnve ad~lescents, straight and gay, of the things they need-intelligible 
mformanon, support and respect, condoms-to protect themselves from 
HIV transmission (As a p 1· · d · h' . . . · o icy a1me at pums mg young gay people with 
death, this one 1s working· · s F · f . · m an ranc1sco or instance, as many as 34 
percent of the gay men d fi b . un er twenty- ve emg tested-and 54 percent of 
the young black gay m HIV . f . en-are now m ected.) 1 The systematic sepa-
ration of children from d I h . 
h queer a u ts; t e1r systematic sequestration from 

t e truth about the live I d . . 
k s, cu ture, an sustammg relations of adults they 

now who may be quee Th 1. · f r. e comp 1c1ty o parents of teachers of clergy 
even of the mental h I h f . . . . ' ' ' 

h h ea t pro ess1ons m mvahdating and hounding kids 
w o s ow gender-dissonant t b h . b astes, e av1or, ody language. In one sur-
vey 26 percent of youn h d b f fl . . g gay men a een forced to leave home because 
o con icts with parents o h . I . 
I d h ver t etr sexua 1dentity;4 another report con-

e u es t at young gays and l b. 
es 1ans, many of them throwaways comprise 

as :adnydas a ;uarter of all homeless youth in the United States.s' 
n a ults systematic d · l f h 

on the tr· 1 . .d ema 0 t ese truths to ourselves. The statistics 
ip e mc1 ence of su· .d I . 

from ici e among esbtan and gay adolescents come 
a report prepared for th U S D 

vices in 198 . d e. · · epartment of Health and Human Ser-
9, un er congress1on I . 

this section f h a pressure, recommendauons based on 
0 t e report were l d never re ease . Under congressional pres-

2.. The Complete Poems of Emily D. k. 
1960), poem 325, p. 154_ zc mson, ed. Thomas H. Johnson (Boston: Little, Brown, 

3· T. A. Kellogg et al "P 
., revalence of HIV- i A 

San Francisco Bay Area· E .d mong Homosexual and Bisexual Men in the 
· · v1 ence of Inf t' A 

tzona/ AIDS Conference Ab t 8 ec •on mong Young Gay Men," Seventh Jnterna-
G s ract ook vol (G 

4· · Remafedi "M I H . ' · 2 eneva, 1991) (W.C. 3010) p. i.98. 
. ' a e omosexuahty· Th Ad , ' 

script, Adolescent Health p '. e olescent s Perspective," unpublished manu-
M I rogram, University f M 

a e and Lesbian Youth su· .d ,, 0 innesota, 1985. Cited in Gibson, "Gay 
. ICI e. 

5 · Gibson "Ga M 1 
' y a e and Lesbian Youth Suicide" 

' pp. 113-15. 
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sure, in 1991 a survey of adolescent sexual behavior is defunded. Under the 
threat of congressional pressure, support for all research on sexuality sud
denly (in the fall of 1991) dries up. Seemingly, this soci~!Y wa11ts its children 
to know nothing; wants its queer children to conform or (and this is not a 
~i~~~- o:fspeech) die; and wants not to know that it is getting what it wants. 

f r>u c..w i,.. o; 
PROMISING, SMUGGLING, READING, OVERREADING This history makes its 
mark on what, individually, we are and do. One set of effects turns up in 
the irreducible multilayeredness and multiphasedness of what queer sur
vival means-since being a survivor on this scene is a matter of surviving 
into threat, stigma, the spiraling violence of gay- and lesbian-bashing, and 
(in the AIDS emergency) the omnipresence of somatic fear and wrenching 
loss. It is also to have survived into a moment of unprecedented cultural 
richness, cohesion, and assertiveness for many lesbian and gay adults. Sur
vivors' guilt, survivors' glee, even survivors' responsibility: powerfully as 
these are experienced, they are also more than complicated by how perme
able the identity "survivor" must be to the undiminishing currents of risk, 
illness, mourning, and defiance. 

Thus I'm uncomfortable generalizing about people who do queer writing 
and teaching, even within literature; but some effects do seem widespread. 
I think many adults (and l.~!ll.~mong,tb~111l.~re trying, in our work, to keep 
faith with vividly remembered promises made to ourselves in childhood: 
-pr~~i~es ·10-make invisible possibilities and desires ~isibl~; t~-~ak~ :1he 
tacit thi~gs't!xplidt;- to smuggle queer representation in where it must be 
smuggled and, with the relative freedom of adultho9d, to challenge queer
-eracfic;ati.~g imp~lses frontaliy where they a~e -t~ be so ch~ile~g~d. · - · 
lrhink that for ~·a~y of u;-~~hjldhood the ability to attach intently to 
a few cultural objects, object~-~{ high or popular culture or both, objects 
Whose' meaning seemed mysterious, excessiv~~ .or oblique in relation to the 
codes most readily availabie to us, became a pr:ime res<:>.llt:<;~ for survival. 

~e n_e~~ed for !hm..m...b~ sites _wh~x~ the mc::<i.1:1.~~gs.A~d_n't !ine1:1p tidi-ly 
with each other, and we learned to invest .the>s~. ~i~e~ ~i!h __ fascination and 
love. This can't help coloring the adult relation to cultural texts and ob
jects; i_nJact, if,s .. al~ost hard for me to imagine another way of coming to 
ca_re .. e_Q.Q\!&.b-~_Q9.Y1 liJ&r.~rnr_e.JQ_ give alifetime to it. The .. demands on both 
.the text and the reader from so i~t~~~· ~~ ~tt~d1~~~t can be multiple, even 
paradoxical. For me, a kind of formalism, a visceral near-identification 
with the writing I cared for, at the level of sentence structure, metrical pat
tern, rhyme, was one way of trying to appropriate what seemed the numi
nous and resistant power of the chosen objects. Education made it easy 

-'u 
... "'' " 
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to accumulate tools for this particular formalist project, because the texts 
that magnetized me happened to be novels and poems; it's impressed me 
deeply the way others of my generation and since seem to have invented for 
themsel:es, in the spontaneity of great need, the tools for a formalist ap
preh~nsron of other less prestigious, more ubiquitous kinds of text: genre 
movies, advertising, comic strips. 

For me, this strong formalist investment didn't imply (as formalism is 
~ene~al~y taken to imply) an evacuation of interest from the passional, the 
rmagrstic, the ethical dimensions of the texts, but quite the contrary: the 

~~_!_!:_rought to books and poems was hardly to be circumscribed, and I 
felt I knew I would have to struggle to wrest from them sustaining newsOf 
t_~e woriQ,ICteas,-myself, and (in various sef!~es) my kind. The readinl!: o;ac-

.~, ,! tlce founded on such ba · d d d · · · ··- --.-~ 
1 . . .... . src ema_n -~-~ mturtrons had neq:ssanly to run 

agai~st the gr~m of the most patent ava1labl~ formulae for young peop~ 
readmg and lrfe-against th · f f h . . - ... . . - --- - ·- · e gram, o ten, o - t e most accessible .vQ!fes 
even m the text:! themsel A b · -__..:~~=-·-· -- ves. t any rate, ecommg a perverse reader. was 
never a matter of my conde · h · f 
myfrust iiitnem----.,-~-~~°,S_l()_n to texts, rat er of the surplus charge_o 
d-·---,· ------ ___ t~remam powerful, refractory, and exemplary. And this 

oesn t seem an unusual w f d d. . ·. ·- .. . -- - - -- . ay or ar ent rea mg to function m relat10n to 
queer ~~pene~ce. ---

WHITE NIGHTS The fi 1 b · 
E r h 0 rst es ran and gay studies class I taught was in the 

fi ng is . epartment at Amherst College in 1986. I thought I knew which 
ve or srx students (m ti 

. h os Y queer) would show up and I designed the 
course, wu them in · d . ' 

k mm , as a semmar that would meet one evening a 
wee ' at my house The fi . . 
· · f h · rst evenmg sixty-five students showed up-a ma-
JOrrty 0 t em, straight-identified 

Having taught a n b f h · 
Peet to 1 I um er 0 t ese courses by now, I know enough to ex-

ose P enty of slee h f 
urgency th . d . P over eac o them. The level of accumulated 

' e imme iacy of th d d h . . . 
ing. In m f h . e eman t at students brmg to them, rs 1olt-

ost o t err cours d h 
linquish th . es stu ems ave, unfortunately, learned to re-

e expectat10n that th . . 
they live a d . h . e course material will address them where 

n wrt material th h Id 
bian courses th h ey can ° palpably accountable; in gay/Jes-

, oug such ex · d 
unchastened · II h' . pectatrons seem to rebound, clamorous an 

• m a t err rawn E · II negation that ess. specra Y considering the history of de-
most queer stude t b · · h . · 

of their dem d . . n s rmg wrt them to college, the v1tal1ty 
an rs a precious M 

one will spend . resource. ost often during a semester every-
some time ang b 

when straight d ry at every ody else. It doesn't surprise me 
an gay student 

and nonreligiou d s, or women and men students, or religious 
s stu ems ha b . 

ve ones to pick with each other or with me. 
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What has surprised me more is how divisive issues of methodology and dis
ciplinarity are: the single most controversial thing in several undergraduate 
classes has been that they were literature courses, that the path to every 
issue we discussed simply had to take the arduous defile through textual 
interpretation. 

Furthermore, it was instructive to me in that class at Amherst that a 
great many students, students who defined themselves as nongay, were in
censed when (in an interview in the student newspaper) I told the story 
of the course's genesis. What outraged them was the mere notation that 
I had designed the course evisioning an enrollment of mostly lesbian and 
gay students. Their sense of entitlement as straight-defined students was so 
strong that they considered it an inalienable right to have all kinds of dif
ferent lives, histories, cultures unfolded as if anthropologically in formats 
specifically designed-designed from the ground up-for maximum legi
bility to themselves: they felt they shouldn't so much as have to slow down 
the Mercedes to read the historical markers on the battlefield. That it was a 
field where the actual survival of other people in the class might at the very 
moment be at stake-where, indeed, in a variety of ways so might their 
own be-was hard to make notable to them among the permitted assump
tions of their liberal arts education. Ye~ same education was being used 
so differently by students who brought to it sharper needs, more supple 
epistemological frameworIS7 --
CHRISTMAS EFFECTS What's "queer"? Here's one train of thought about 
it. The depressing thing about the Christmas season-isn't it?-is that it's 
the time when all the institutions are speaking with one voice. The Church 
says what the Church says. But the State says the same thing: maybe not 
(in some ways it hardly matters) in the language of theology, but in the 
language the State talks: legal holidays, long school hiatus, special post
age stamps, and all. And the language of commerce more than chimes in, 
as consumer purchasing is organized ever more narrowly around the final 
weeks of the calendar year, the Dow Jones aquiver over Americans' "holi
day mood." The media, in turn, fall in triumphally behind the Christmas 
phalanx: ad-swollen magazines have oozing turkeys on the cover, while for 
the news industry every question turns into the Christmas question-Will 
hostages be free for Christmas? What did that flash flood or mass murder 
(umpty-ump people killed and maimed) do to those families' Christmas? 
And meanwhile, the pairing "families/Christmas" becomes increasingly 
tautological, as families more and more constitute themselves according to 

Jane W
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the schedule, and in the endlessly iterated image, of the holiday itself con
stituted in the image of "the" family. 

The thing hasn't, finally, so much to do with propaganda for Christianity 
as with propaganda for Christmas itself. They all-religion, state, capi
tal, ideology, domesticity, the discourses of power and legitimacy-line up 
with each other so neatly once a year, and the monolith so created is a 
thing one can come to view with unhappy eyes. What if instead there were 
a practice of valuing the ways in which meanings and institutions can be at 
loose ends with each other? What if the richest junctures weren't the ones 
wh~re everything means the same thing? Think of that entity "the family," 
an impacted social space in which all of the following are meant to line up 
perfectly with each other: 

a surname 
a sexual dyad 

a !~gal .unit based on state-regulated marriage 
a ctrcmt of blood relationships 
a system of companionship and succor 
a building 

a proscenium between "private" and "public" 
an economic unit of earning and taxation 
the prime site of economic consumption 
the prime site of cultural consumption 

a mechanism to produce, care for, and acculturate children 
a mechanism for ace I · . . umu atmg matenal goods over several genera-

tions 
a daily routine 

a u_nit in a community of worship 
a site of patriotic formation 

and of course the list could L k. 
ab! l"k go on. oo mg at my own life I see that-prob-

y t e most people-I hav I d d ' 
of famil · d . e va ue an pursued these various elements 

Y 1 entity to quite differi d ( h. 
much need f . . ng egrees e.g., no use at all for wors 1p, 

o companionship) B t h ' b . . . . I life is an int . . · u w at s een consistent m this parttcu ar 
erest m not letting f . . . . 

with each oth . very many o these d1mens1ons !me up directly 
er at one time I see "t' b 1· . . . fh most produ · · 1 s een a ru mg mtmtton for me that. t e 

possible to ~~ve s~rat,egy (intellectually, emotionally) might be, whenever 
' tsart1cu ate them on f h h 

bonds of blood f 1 . e rom anot er, to disengage them-t e 
' 0 aw, of habuat" f · · · d succor-from th 1 k . ton, o privacy, of compamonshtp an 

Or think of al~ ~ ~tep of their unanimity in the system called "famil0 
t e e emems that are condensed in the notion of sexual 
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identity, something that the common sense of our time presents as a uni
tary category. Yet, exerting any pressure at all on "sexual identity," you see 
that its elements include 

your biological (e.g., chromosomal) sex, male or female; 
your self-perceived gender assignment, male or female (supposed to 

be the same as your biological sex); 
the preponderance of your traits of personality and appearance, mas

culine or feminine (supposed to correspond to your sex and gender); 
the biological sex of your preferred partner; 
the gender assignment of your preferred partner (supposed to be the 

same as her/his biological sex); 
the masculinity or femininity of your preferred partner (supposed to 

be the opposite 6 of your own); 
your self-perception as gay or straight (supposed to correspond to 

whether your preferred partner is your sex or the opposite); 
your preferred partner's self-perception as gay or straight (supposed 

to be the same as yours); 
your procreative choice (supposed to be yes if straight, no if gay); 
your preferred sexual act(s) (supposed to be insertive if you are male 

or masculine, receptive if you are female or feminine); 
your most eroticized sexual organs (supposed to correspond to the 

procreative capabilities of your sex, and to your insertive/receptive 
assignment); 

your sexual fantasies (supposed to be highly congruent with your 
sexual practice, but stronger in intensity); 

your main locus of emotional bonds (supposed to reside in your pre
ferred sexual partner); 

your enjoyment of power in sexual relations (supposed to be low if 
you are female or feminine, high if male or masculine); 

the people from whom you learn about your own gender and sex (sup
posed to correspond to yourself in both respects); 

your community of cultural and political identification (supposed to 
correspond to your own identity); 

6. The binary calculus I'm describing here depends on the notion that the male and female 
sexes are each other's "opposites," bur I do want to register a specific demurral against that 
bit of easy common sense. Under no matter what cultural construction, women and men are 
more like each other than chalk is like cheese, than ratiocination is like raisins, than up is like 
down, or than 1 is like o. The biological, psychological, and cognitive attributes of men over
lap with those of women by vastly more than they differ from them. 
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and-~gai~-many more. Even this list is remarkable for the silent pre-
sumptions 1t has to make b · , . a out a given person s sexuality, presumptions 
that are true only to vary· d d f h mg egrees, an or many people not true at all: 
t atheveryone "has a sexuality," for instance, and that it is implicated with 
eac person's sense of II ·d · · · . . . overa t entity m similar ways; that each person's 
most charactensttc erot· · .11 b . 

tc expression w1 e onented toward another per-
son and not autoerotic- th t . f . . II . . . 1 ' a 1 It ts a oerot1c, it will be oriented toward 
a smg e partner or kind of · . 
h . partner at a time; that its orientation will not 

c ange over ttme.7 Normativ I h h . 
I. b . e y, as t e parent etICal prescriptions in the 
tst a ove suggest It should b "bl 

f h .. '. e poss1 e to deduce anybody's entire set of 
specs rom t e tnltlal datu f b. I . 

. . mo 10 og1cal sex alone-if one adds only the 
normattve assumptton that" h b. I . 
will b th . t e 10 ogical sex of your preferred partner" 

e e opposite of one's 0 w· h . 
sumption though h , . ~n.. it or without that heterosexist as-

, , w at s stnkmg is th b d d ·fi~" . mensions that " 1 'd . e num er an 1 1erence of the d1-
sexua 1 enttty" · d 

and univocal wh 1 ts suppose to organize into a seamless oe. 
And if it doesn't? 
Th ' at s ~~h~Jhin~ that " " 

possibilities gaps - 1 --.--9.~~t:r__ can ref~~ ~():_ !b.t:_ .C>P~!l_ mesh of 

c~~~-s-~T~~a-;}ln~ :~:~ a;~;-t~~~~~.~=~~~._r_esonances, la~!)~S ~~da= 
anyone's ·----,,-------·- ·- ·· ·---- stituent elemen. ts. of anyone .s. gender of sexua tty are • d · ·- - , --·. . _ _ , 
cally. tf}~~xp-~;1.-me.nt 1n1.t m~.~ (or .ca_n'!Je made) to sign. ltyJn®olithi-

- a mgutsttc r · . -. -
cal adventures attach' h 'eptstemo og1cal, representational, politi-

mg to t ever f 
moved to describe 0 1 Y many o us who may at times be 
f urse ves as (am 
emmes, radical faerie f . ong many other possibilities) pushy 

d s, antas1sts drag I I . . 
oes, feminist worn f . . ' s, c ones, eatherfolk, ladies m tuxe-

s en or em1mst m 
nap! queens butch b en, masturbators, bulldaggers, divas, 

b . ' ottoms, storyt II . 
es, lesbian-identified . e ers, transsexuals, aunties, wanna-
bl men or lesbians h I . 

a e to relish, learn fro . . w 0 seep wtth men, or ... people 
Again, "queer" m, or identify with such. 

can mean som th. d 'ff 
used it so far in this d . . e mg t erent: a lot of the way I have 
b' oss1er 1s to d I 
~ Ject choice lesbian enote, a most simply s~I 

:-----.---.!_ or gay, whethe · · ' 
criss-crossings of defi · · . r or not It ts organized around multiple 
r f ntttonal hnes A d . . . 
ary orce of the prohib · t' . · n given the h1stoncal and contempo-

any d' 1 tons agamst eve 
.-.<?n~..!.<?. .. ..!.~~-v~_w th<:)se meanin ?'same-sex sexual expression,jar_ 

nitional _c~_nter, would b. · ··-·--d- ~~· ~r to .displa~e them from the term's defi-
A h . --.- -- .. e to ematenali . . . . - . --. 

t t e same time a lot -f·--h ______ ze <ll1Yposs1b1hty()f queerness itself. 
' 0 t e most · · ··· ------

excttmg recent work around "queer" 
7. A related list that ampHi 
to Epistemo/o f h • es some of the issues raised . . 

gy 0 1 e Closet pp • in this one appears in the introduction 
• • 4 5-26. 
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spins the term outward along dimensions that can't be subsumed under 
gender and sexuality at all: the ways that race, ethnicity, postcolonial 
nationality criss-cross with these and other identity-constituting, identity
fracturing discourses, for example. Intellectuals and artists of color whose 
sexual self-definition includes "queer"-1 think of an Isaac Julien, a Gloria 
Anzaldua, a Richard Fung-are using the leverage of "queer" to do a new 
kind of justice to the fractal intricacies of language, skin, migration, state. 
Thereby, the gravity (l mean the gravitas, the meaning, but also the center 
of gravity) of the term "queer" itself deepens and shifts. 

Another telling representational effect. A word so fraught as "queer" 
is-fraught with so many social and personal histories oT exclusion-, vio
l~n~e, .detiance~-exclfrmenf:....:.::neve~ can only denote; nor even can it only 

conn_~te~ l~-~ii"~ir ... ?f"!~~ exper_imental fore~ as a speech act is the ~ay in 
whi<:.b..iJ dr;irr.ia~izes locutionary position itself. Anyone's use of "queer" 
about themselves means differently from thei~~se of it about someone else. 
Thi~-is tr~e-fasit might also be tr~e of "lesbian" or ,;gay") b~~-~~~e of the 
violently different connotative evaluations that seem to cluster around the 
category. But "gay" and "lesbian" still present themselves (however de
lusively) as objective, empirical categories governed by empirical rules of 
evidence (however contested). "Queer" seems to hinge f!lUqi mo~~.2:~di
cally and explicitly on a person ~~n~~rtak~g_P.~~-t~~~~~i:_,_peEfor.rnative acts 
of experimental self-perception and 61iation A hyputh~sis . .woxtb .. f!l_akii:ig 

explicit: __ t_hat there.are imp.o.c.rn.m. ~~-!1~~~i!1_~~!~h.'~ql)_~~-r.·: can signify only 
~tta_<;_b_gsLJQ_tbe .fiL$LfJ..e!.5.9!!.:. One possible corollary; .. th;;t whatrt 
takes-all it takes.,..-to make th.e fiescri"Pi!On"-que-~~~· a true one is the im

P.l1Jsion to.,use !t in tht:_ _6,rst person. 

CURRENT: PROJECT 1 The Golden Bowl, J. L. Austin, Dr. Susan Love's 
Breast Book, and Mme de Sevigne are stacked up, open-faced, on the chair 
opposite me as I write. I've got three projects braiding and unbraiding in 
my mind; the essays in this book mark, in different ways, their convergent 
and divergent progress. I see them as an impetus into future work as well. 

Project r-most of the essays in this book embody it-is about desires 
and identifications that move across gender lines, including the desires of 
men for women and of women for men. In that sense, self-evidently, hetero
sexuality is one of the project's subjects. But the essays are queer ones. 
Their angle of approach is directed, not at reconfirming the self-evidence 
and "naturalness" of heterosexual identity and desire, but rather at ren
dering those culturally central, apparently monolithic constructions newly 
accessible to analysis and interrogation. 
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10 Queer and Now 

The project is difficult partly because of the as . b 
h h I · ymmetnes etween 

t ~ speec re at1ons surrounding heterosexuality and homo r A 
Michel Foucault argues d . h . sexua ity. s 
E , urmg t e eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in 

urope, 

Of course the array of p f d 1 
[h , rac ices an p easures continued to be referred 

to eterosexual monogam ] h . . 
k f I . y as t e1r mternal standard; but it was spo-

en o ess and less, or m any . h . 
to fi d · case Wit a growmg moderation. Efforts 

n out Its secrets were ab d d h. 
of it than to d fi . If f an one ; not mg further was demanded 

e ne ltse rom da t d Th I . . 
its regular sexuali had . Y 0 ay. . e egmmate couple, with 
tion as a no ty, h a nght to more discretion. It tended to func-

rm, one t at was str1· t h b . Al h gh . c er, per aps, ut quieter .... 
t ou not wtthout del d · . 

matrimony and th . ay an eqmvocat1on, the natural laws of 
e immanent rul f 1. on two separat . 8 es 0 sexua 1ty began to be recorded 

e registers. 

Thus, if we are receptive to Foucault' . 
as the most intensive s1·t f h d s understandmg of modern sexuality 
d e o t e emand fo d d · . 

uction of the Truth f. d . . d . r, an etect1on or discursive pro-
, o m 1v1 ual 1d · · 

normative, uninterrogat d " 1 entity, It seems as though this silent, 
e regu ar" h · a sexuality at all Th. k f h eterosexuahty may not function as 

· m o ow a c It II vate is organized s u ura Y central concept like public/pri-
0 as to preserve f h . 

calness, the apparent I or eterosexuahty the unproblemati-
natura ness of .t d. . 

play and concealment· " bl. ,, ' 1 s tscrettonary choice between dis-
. pu 1c names th h 

may, whenever they feel 1.k . . e space w ere cross-sex couples 
I t e It display ff · f coup es must alway I . ' a ect1on reely, while same-sex 

. s concea tt· wh ·1 " . ,, 
nght codified in us I h h~ .1 e pnvacy, to the degree that it is a 
f . . aw, as istoncall b 
rom-scrutiny of the . d Y een centered on the protection-
h . marne , cross-se I . . . 

t e 1986 decision in B x coup e, a scrutmy to which (smce 
h owers v. Hard · k) 

and are unbendingly b. wtc same-sex relations on the other 
opp . su )ect. Thus heteros 1 · · osite of the "sex" h ' exua 1ty 1s consolidated as the 

I w ose secret Fou I " h . . cea · · . was but anoth ' cau t says, t e obhgat1on to con-
h er aspect of th d . 
eterosexuality does fu . e uty to admtt to." 9 To the degree that 

b b not nct1on as 1· orn arriers to mak · . a sexua tty, however there are stub-
h f mg It accountabl k. . ' 

t _e ramework of project f h. . _e,_ to ma mg It so much as visible, in 
ahty. The making historic:)~ ~s~bolncmng and hence denaturalizing sexu-
und · · · Y vis1 e of hete 1· · · er its mstttutional d rosexua 1ty 1s difficult because, 

pseu onyms such I h . 
as n entance, Marriage, Dynasty, 

8. Michel Foucault Th ff 
(New~ k ' e istory of Sexuality v I 

lb . or : Pantheon Books 1978) ' 0 · 1: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley 
9. id., p. 61. ' ' pp. 38-40. 
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Family, Domesticity, and Population, heterosexuality has been permitted 
to masquerade so fully as History itself-when it has not pres~nted itself 
as the totality of Romance. 

PROJECT 2 Here I'm at a much earlier stage, busy with the negotiations 
involved in defining a new topic in a usable, heuristically productive way; 
it is still a series of hunches and overlaps; its working name is Queer Per
formativity. You can see the preoccupations that fuel the project already at 
work throughout Epistemology of the Closet as well as Tendencies, but I 
expect it to be the work of a next book to arrive at broadly usable formu
lations about them. Like a lot of theorists right now (Judith Butler and her 
important book Gender Trouble can, perhaps, stand in for a lot of the rest 
of us), I'm interested in the implications for gender and sexuality of a tra
dition of philosophical thought concerning certain utterances that do not 
merely describe, but actually perform the actions they name: "]'accuse"; 
"Be it resolved ... "; "I thee wed"; "I apologize"; "I dare you." Discus
sions of linguistic performativity have become a place to reflect on ways 
in which language really can be said to produce effects: effects of identity, 
enforcement, seduction, challenge.10 They also deal with how powerfully 
language positions: does it change the way we understand meaning, for 
instance, if the semantic force of a word like "queer" is so different in a 
first-person from what it is in a second- or third-person sentence? 

My sense is that, in a span of thought that arches at least from Plato to 
Foucault, there are some distinctive linkages to be traced between linguis
tic performativity and histories of same-sex desire. I want to go further 
with an argument implicit in Epistemology of the Closet: that both the act 
of coming out, and closetedness itself, can be taken as dramatizing certain 
features of linguistic performativity in ways that have broadly applicable 
implications. Among the striking aspects of considering closetedness in 
this framework, for instance, is that the speech act in question is a series of 
silences! I'm the more eager to think about performativity, too, because it 
may offer some ways of describing what critical writing can effect (prom
ising? smuggling?); anything that offers to make this genre more acute and 
experimental, less numb to itself, is a welcome prospect. 

10. One of the most provocative discussions of performativity in relation to literary criticism 

is Shoshana Felman, The Literary Speech Act: Don Juan with). L. Austin, or Seduction in 
Two Languages, trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983); most 

of the current work being done on performativiry in relation to sexuality and gender is much 
indebted to Judith Butler's Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New 

York: Routledge, 1989). 
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12 Queer and Now 

PROJECT 3 This project involves thinking and writing about something 
that's actually structured a lot of my daily life over the past year. Early 
in 1991 I was diagnosed, quite unexpectedly, with a breast cancer that 
had already spread to my lymph system, and the experiences of diagnosis, 
surgery, chemotherapy, and so forth, while draining and scary, have also 
proven just sheerly interesting with respect to exactly the issues of gender, 
sexuality, and identity formation that were already on my docket. (For
get the literal-mindedness of mastectomy, chemically induced menopause, 
etc.: I would warmly encourage anyone interested in the social construc
tion of gender to find some way of spending half a year or so as a totally 
bald w?man.) As a general principle, I don't like the idea of "applying" 
the_oret1cal models to particular situations or texts-it's always more inter
estmg when the pressure of application goes in both directions-but all the 
same it's hard t h. k f h. · · · . no to t m o t 1s contmumg experience as, among other 
thmgs, an adventure in applied deconstruction. 11 How could I have arrived 
at a more efficient dem t · f h · b · . . . ons ration o t e msta 1hty of the supposed oppo-
sitions that structure an experience of the "self"?-the part and the whole 
(when cancer so dramatically corrodes that distinction); safety and danger 
(when fewer than half of th d' d · · I e women 1agnose with breast cancer d1sp ay 
any of the statistically defined "risk factors" for the disease)· fear and hope 
(when I feel-I've got I h . I . ' a quarter y p ys1ca commg up-so much less pre-
pared to deal with the h 1 . • . . . news t at a ump or rash zsn t a metastasis than that 
It is); past and futur ( h . . . 

d e w en a person ant1c1patmg the possibility of death, 
an the people who ca f h . . . . re or er, occupy temporahues that more and more 
radically diverge)· th h d h . 
f . • oug tan act (t e words in my head are aswirl with 
atahsm, but at the I' .d. . 
h gym m stn mg treadmills and lifting weights); or 

t e natural and the te h I · I ( h . . c no og1ca w at with the exoskeleton of the bone-
scan machme the d 
h P ' uncanny appen age of the IV drip the bionic implant of 

t e ort-a-cath all in th . f . . ' " 
h I h b . ' e service o 1magmg and recovering my "natural 
ea t Y ody m the f f · 

·t If) p bl . ace 0 Its spontaneous and endogenous threat against 
1 se · ro emancs of d ·d b·1 · . un eci a 1 1ty present themselves in a new, unfac1le 

11 · That deconstruction can off - . 
sound ast · h' 1 k er crucial resources of thought for survival under duress will 

oms mg, now, to anyo h k . . . . 
-journal is h I . new 0 nows It mostly from the 1ournahsm on the sub1ect 

m t at a ways depicts "d · . f 
tools but a . f b 1. . econstruct1omsm," not as a group of usable intellectua 

' s a set 0 e 1efs mvolvin I b 
as Christian sc· b . g a patent Ya surd dogma ("nothing really exists"), loopy 

ience ut as exoticall . . 
find) Islam I Y aggressive as (American journalism would also have us 

· came to my encounter with b · f "d 
constructionists" b reast cancer not as a member of a cre<lal sect o e-

ut as someone wh d d II h · · d 
as often before th 1 h d 0 nee e a t e cognitive skills she could get. I foun ' 

' at a some good and I f . . · re evant ones rom my deconstrucnve trammg. 
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way with a disease whose very best outcome-since breast cancer doesn't 
respect the five-year statute of limitations that constitutes cure for some 
other cancers-will be decades and decades of free-fall interpretive panic. 

Part of what I want to see, though, is what's to be learned from turning 
this experience of dealing with cancer, in all its (and my) marked historical 
specificity, and with all the uncircumscribableness of the turbulence and 
threat involved, back toward a confrontation with the theoretical models 
that have helped me make sense of the world so far. The phenomenology 
of life-threatening illness; the performativity of a life threatened, relatively 
early on, by illness; the recent crystallization of a politics explicitly ori
ented around grave illness: exploring these connections has (at least for me 
it has) to mean hurling my energies outward to inhabit the very farthest 
of the loose ends where representation, identity, gender, sexuality, and the 
body can't be made to line up neatly together. 

It's probably not surprising that gender is so strongly, so multiply va
lenced in the experience of breast cancer today. Received wisdom has it 
that being a breast cancer patient, even while it is supposed to pose unique 
challenges to one's sense of "femininity," nonetheless plunges one into an 
experience of almost archetypal Femaleness. Judith Frank is the friend 
whom I like to think of as Betty Ford to my Happy Rockefeller-the friend, 
that is, whose decision to be public about her own breast cancer diagno
sis impelled me to the doctor with my worrisome lump; she and her lover, 
Sasha Torres, are only two of many women who have made this experi
ence survivable for me: companeras, friends, advisors, visitors, students, 
lovers, correspondents, relatives, caregivers (these being anything but dis
crete categories). Some of these are indeed people I have come to love in 
feminist- and/or lesbian-defined contexts; beyond that, a lot of the knowl
edge and skills that keep making these women's support so beautifully 
apropos derive from distinctive feminist, lesbian, and women's histories. 
(I'd single out, in this connection, the contributions of the women's health 
movement of the 7os-its trenchant analyses, its grass-roots and antiracist 
politics, its publications,12 the attitudes and institutions it built and some 
of the careers it seems to have inspired.) 

12. The work of this movement is most available today through books like the Boston 

Women's Health Book Collective's The New Our Bodies, Ourselves: Updated and Expanded 
for the Nineties (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992). An immensely important account of 

dealing with breast cancer in the context of feminist, anti racist, and lesbian activism is Audre 
Lorde, The Cancer journals, 2.d ed. (San Francisco: Spinsters Ink, 1988) and A Burst of Light 
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Firebrand Books, 1988). 
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14 Queer and Now 

At the same time, though, another kind of identification was plaited in
extricably across this one-not just for me, but for others of the women 
I have been close to as well. Probably my own most formative influence 
from a quite early age has been a viscerally intense, highly speculative (not 
to say inventive) cross-identification with gay men and gay male cultures 
as I inferred, imagined, and later came to know them. It wouldn't have re
quired quite so overdetermined a trajectory, though, for almost any forty 
year old facing a protracted, life-threatening illness in 1991 to realize that 
the people with whom she had perhaps most in common, and from whom 
she might well have most to learn, are people living with AIDS, AIDS activ
ists, and others whose lives had been profoundly reorganized by AIDS in 
the course of the 1980s. 

As, indeed, had been my own life and those of most of the people closest 
to me "Wh '" · h · d • Y me. is t e en e coeur that is popularly supposed to rep-
resent Everywoman's deepest response to a breast cancer diagnosis-so 
much so that not only does a popular book on the subject have that title, 
but the national breast cancer information and support hotline is called 
Y-ME 1 Yet "Wh '" · · · Y me. was not something 1t could have occurred to me 
to a~k in ~ world where so many companions of my own age were already 
deah?g with fear, debilitation, and death. I wonder, too, whether it char
acterizes the responses of the urban women of color forced by violence, by 
dru~~· b.y state indifference or hostility, by AIDS and other illnesses, into 
famih.anty with the rhythms of early death. At the time of my diagnosis the 
most 1~media~e things that were going on in my life were, first, that I was 
coteaching (w1th Mi· h I M ) d . . c ae oon a gra uate course in queer theory, m-
cludmg such AIDS r I t d · l . · - ea e matena as Cindy Patton's stunning Inventing 
AIDS. Second that w d f h · h . d ' e an many o t e students m the class students w o 
m eed provided th d ' 

h . e prepon erance of the group's leadership and energy 
at t at time were int l d . . . . ' ense Y wrappe up in the work (demonstrating, orga-
nizing, lobbying) of I I . . a very new oca chapter of the AIDS activist orgam-
zat1on ACT UP A d h' d h . . · n t ir , t at at the distance of far too many miles I was 
struggling to com · 
M. h 1 mumcate some comfort or vitality to a beloved friend, 

1c ae Lynch a p· · · d 
b . h . ' 10neer in gay studies and AIDS activism, who seeme 

to e Wit m days of d h f 
"Wh· 1 eat rom an AIDS-related infection in Toronto. 

1te G asses " th fi I . . 
l.k ' e na essay in Tendencies tells more about what 1t 

was I e to be intim t . h h' . , . 
M a e Wit t is particular friend at this particular ume. 

ore generally tho h h f 
d. . ug ' t e ramework in which I largely experienced 

my 1agnos1s-and th f k . . 
sha 1.f . e ramewor in which my friends, students, house 

rers, I e compamo d h n, an ot ers made available to me almost over-
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whelming supplies of emotional, logistical, and cognitive sustenance 13-

was very much shaped by AIDS and the critical politics surrounding it, in
cluding the politics of homophobia and of queer assertiveness. The AIDS 
activist movement, in turn, owes much to the women's health movement 
of the 70s; and in another turn, an activist politics of breast cancer, spear
headed by lesbians, seems in the last year or two to have been emerging 
based on the model of AIDS activism.14 The dialectical epistemology of the 
two diseases, too-the kinds of secret each has constituted; the kinds of 
outness each has required and inspired-has made an intimate motive for 
me. As "White Glasses" says, 

It's as though there were transformative political work to be done just 
by being available to be identified with in the very grain of one's illness 
(which is to say, the grain of one's own intellectual, emotional, bodily 
self as refracted through illness and as resistant to it)-being available 
for identification to friends, but as well to people who don't love one; 
even to people who may not like one at all nor even wish one well. 

MY WAR AGAINST WESTERN CIVILIZATION That there were such people
that, indeed, the public discourse of my country was increasingly domi
nated by them-got harder and harder to ignore during the months of my 
diagnosis and initial treatment. For the first time, it was becoming routine 
to find my actual name, and not just the labels of my kind, on those journal
istic lists of who was to be considered more dangerous than Saddam Hus
sein. In some ways, the timing of the diagnosis couldn't have been better: 
if I'd needed a reminder I had one that, sure enough, life is too short, at 
least mine is, for going head-to-head with people whose highest approba
tion, even, would offer no intellectual or moral support in which I could 
find value. Physically, I was feeling out of it enough that the decision to let 
this journalism wash over me was hardly a real choice-however I might 
find myself misspelled, misquoted, mis-paraphrased, or (in one hallucina
tory account) married to Stanley Fish. It was the easier to deal psychically 

13. And physical: I can't resist mentioning the infallibly appetite-provoking meals that Jona
than Goldberg, on sabbatical in Durham, planned and cooked every night during many queasy 

months of my chemotherapy. 
14. On this, see Alisa Solomon, "The Politics of Breast Cancer,'' Village Voice 14 May 1991, 

pp. 22-27; Judy Brady, ed., 1in3 : Women with Cancer Confront an Epidemic (Pittsburgh and 
San Francisco: Cleis Press, 1991 ); Midge Stocker, ed., Cancer as a Women's Issue: Scratching 

the Surface (Chicago: Third Side Press, 1991 ); and Sandra Butler and Barbara Rosenblum, 

Cancer in Two Voices (San Francisco: Spinsters, 1991). 
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11 Queer and Now 

with having all these journalists scandalize my name because it was clear 
most of them wouldn't have been caught dead reading my work: the essay 
of mine that got the most free publicity, "Jane Austen and the Masturbat
ing Girl," did so without having been read by a single one of the people 
who invoked it: it reached its peak of currency in hack circles months be
fore it was published, and Roger Kimball's Tenured Radicals, which first 
singled it out for ridicule, seems to have gone to press before the essay was 
so much as written. 15 

Not that I imagine a few cozy hours reading Epistemology of the Closet 
would have won me rafts of fans amongst the punditterati. The attacks 
on me personally were based on such scummy evidential procedures that 
the most thin-skinned of scholars-so long as her livelihood was secure
could hardly have taken them to heart; the worst of their effects on me at 
the time was to give an improbable cosmic ratification (yes, actually, every
thing is about me!) to the self-absorption that forms, at best, an unavoid
able feature of serious illness. If the journalistic hologram bearing my name 
seemed a relatively easy thing to disidentify from, though, I couldn't help 
registering with much greater intimacy a much more lethal damage. I don't 
know a gentler way to say it than that at a time when I've needed to make 
especially deep draughts on the reservoir of a desire to live and thrive, that 
resource has shown the cumulative effects of my culture's wasting deple
tion of it. It is different to experience from the vantage point of one's own 
bodily illness and need, all the brutality of a society's big and tiny deci
sions, explicit and encoded ones, about which lives have or have not value. 
Those decisions carry not only institutional and economic but psychic and, 
I don't doubt, somatic consequences. A thousand things make it impossible 
to mistake the verdict on queer lives and on women's lives, as on the lives of 
those who are poor or are not white. The hecatombs of queer youth; a de
cade squandered in a killing inaction on AIDS; the rapacious seizure from 
women of our defense against forced childbirth; tens of millions of adults 
and children excluded from the health care economy; treatment of home
less people as unsanitary refuse to be dealt with by periodic "sweeps"; 
refusal of condoms in prisons, persecution of needle exchange programs; 
denial and trivialization of histories of racism; or merely the pivot of a dis
avowing pronoun in a newspaper editorial: such things as these are facts, 
but at the same time they are piercing or murmuring voices in the heads 

t5. Roger Kimball, Tenured Radicals: How Politics Has Corrupted Our Higher Education 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1990), pp. 145-46. 
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of those of us struggling to marshal "our" resources against illness, dread, 
and devaluation. They speak to us. They have an amazing clarity. 

A CRAZY LITILE THING CALLED RESSENTIMENT There was something espe
cially devastating about the wave of anti-"PC" journalism in the abso
lutely open contempt it displayed, and propagated, for every tool that has 
been so painstakingly assembled in the resistance against these devalua
tions. Through raucously orchestrated, electronically amplified campaigns 
of mock-incredulous scorn, intellectual and artistic as well as political pos
sibilities, skills, ambitions, and knowledges have been laid waste with a 
relishing wantonness. No great difficulty in recognizing those aspects of 
the anti-"PC" craze that are functioning as covers for a rightist ideological 
putsch; but it has surprised me that so few people seem to view the recent 
developments as, among other things, part of an overarching histo? of 
anti-intellectualism: anti-intellectualism left as well as right. No twentleth
century political movement, after all, can afford not to play the card of 
populism, whether or not the popular welfare is what it h~s. mainly at 
heart (indeed, perhaps especially where it is least so). And antl-mtellect~al 
pogroms, like anti-Semitic or queer-bashing ones, are quick, effici~nt, dt~
tracting, and almost universally understood signifiers for a populist soli
darity that may boil down to nothing by the time it reache~ th~ soup ~?t. 
It takes care and intellectual scrupulosity to forge an egalttanan poltttcs 
not founded on such telegraphic slanders. Rightists today like to invoke 
the threatening specter of a propaganda-ridden socialist realism, but bo~h 
they and the anti-intellectuals of the left might meditate on why the Nazis' 
campaign against "degenerate art" Uewish, gay, modernist) was cou_ched, 
as their own arguments are, in terms of assuring the instant, unmed1ated, 
and universal accessibility of all the sign systems of art (Goebbels even ban
ning all art criticism in 1936, on the grounds that art is self-explanatory). 
It's hard to tell which assumption is more insultingly wrong: that the 
People (always considered, of course, as a monolithic unit) have no need 
and no faculty for engaging with work that is untransparent; or that the 
work most genuinely expressive of the People would be so univoca_I and 
so limpidly vacant as quite to obviate the labors and pleasu_res of tnt~r
pretation. Anti-intellectuals today, at any rate, are happy to dispense with 
the interpretive process and depend instead on appeals to the supposedly 
self-evident: legislating against "patently offensive" art (no second loo_ks 
allowed); citing titles as if they were texts; appealing to pott~d summan_es 
and garbled trots as if they were variorum editions in the origmal Aramaic. 
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The most self-evident things, as always, are taken-as if unanswerably
to be the shaming risibility of any form of oblique or obscure expression; 
and the flat inadmissability of openly queer articulation. 

THOUGHT AS PRIVILEGE These histories of anti-intellectualism cut across 
the "political correctness" debate in complicated ways. The term "politi
cally correct" originated, after all, in the mockery by which experimen
tally and theoretically minded feminists, queers, and leftists (of every color, 
class, and sexuality} fought back against the stultifications of feminist and 
left anti-intellectualism. The hectoring, would-be-populist derision that 
difficult, ambitious, or sexually charged writing today encounters from the 
right is not always very different from the reception it has already met with 
from the left. It seems as if many academic feminists and leftists must be 
grinding their teeth at the way the right has willy-nilly conjoined their dis
cu_rsive fate with that of theorists and "deconstructionists"-just as, to be 
fau, many theorists who have betrayed no previous interest in the politics 
of class, race, gender, or sexuality may be more than bemused at turning 
up under the headings of "Marxism" or "multiculturalism." The right's 
success in grouping so many, so contestative, movements under the rubric 
"p~li~ically correct" is a coup of cynical slovenliness unmatched since the 
artistic and academic purges of Germany and Russia in the thirties. 
. What_ th~ American intellectual right has added to this hackneyed popu

list _semmtic of ressentiment is an iridescent oilslick of elitist self-regard. 
Trymg to revoke every available cognitive and institutional affordance 
for reflection speculaf · · · · · ·d . • ton, expenmentat1on, contrad1ct1on, embro1 ery, 
darmg textual aggr · 1 d 1. d" ' . . ess1on, textua e 1ght, double entendre, close rea mg, 
free association wit-th f ·1 f · · · · · f ' e amt y o creative act1v1t1es that might or pur-
poses of brevity mor · 1 b II d ' · I · 

h • e s1mp Y e ca e thought-they yet stake their c aim 
as t e only inheritors d f d d d" · · f 
h , e en ers, an 1spensers of a luscious hentage o 

t ought that most of th Id II · h f . . . em wou a ow to be read only in the dead hg t o 
its p1et1es and its excl . Th . 
h d . us1veness. rough a deafeningly populist rhetonc, 

t ey a vert1se the mea I f · ·1 bl 
II B n P easures o rankmg and gatekeeping as ava1 a e 

to a · ut the gates that · · d · 1· 
b b . we are mv1te to mvigorate ourselves by cudge mg 

ar anans at open o t h' b 
Wh . no not mg ut a Goodbye, Mr. Chips theme park. 

at ts the scarcity th tf I II h' 
f h . . a ue s a t 1s ressentiment? The leveraged burn-

out o t e eighties certa. I k . 
w II h 10 Y too its toll, economically on universities as 

e as on ot er profess. d . d . , . h 
Pita! d HM . tons an m ustnes. In secretaries' offices, m os-

s an Os m netwo k b . 
and b d h ' r news ureaus, in Silicon Valley laboratones 

eyon , t e bottom I' h I ' 
work 1· . . . me as moved much closer to a lot of peop es 

1ves-1mpmo•n · 
"" g not Just on whether they have work, but on what 
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they do when they're there. But academic faculty, in our decentralized insti
tutions, with our relatively diffuse status economy and our somewhat ar
chaic tangle of traditions and prerogatives, have had, it seems, more inertial 
resistance to offer against the wholesale reorientation of our work practices 
around the abstractions of profit and the market. For some faculty at some 
colleges and universities, it is still strikingly true that our labor is divided 
up by task orientation (we may work on the book till it's done, explain to 
the student till she understands) rather than by a draconian time discipline; 
that what we produce is described and judged in qualitative as much as 
quantitative terms; that there is a valued place for affective expressiveness, 
and an intellectually productive permeability in the boundaries between 
public and private; that there are opportunities for collaborative work; and 
most importantly, that we can expend some substantial part of our paid 
labor on projects we ourselves have conceived, relating to questions whose 
urgency and interest make a claim on our own minds, imaginations, and 
consciences. 

Millions of people today struggle to carve out-barely, at great cost to 
themselves-the time, permission, and resources, "after work" or instead 
of decently-paying work, for creativity and thought that will not be in the 
service of corporate profit, nor structured by its rhythms. Many, many more 
are scarred by the prohibitive difficulty of doing so. No two people, no two 
groups would make the same use of these resources, furthermore, so that 
no one can really pretend to be utilizing them "for" another. I see that some 
must find enraging the spectacle of people for whom such possibilities are, 
to a degree, built into the structure of our regular paid labor. Another way 
to understand that spectacle, though, would be as one remaining form of 
insistence that it is not inevitable-it is not a simple fact of nature-for the 
facilities of creativity and thought to represent rare or exorbitant privilege. 
Their economy should not and need not be one of scarcity. 

The flamboyance with which some critical writers-I'm one of them
like to laminate our most ambitious work derives something, I think, from 
this situation. Many people doing all kinds of work are able to take plea
sure in aspects of their work; but something different happens when the 
-pleasure is not only taken but openly displayed. I like to make that differ
ent thing happen. Some readers identify strongly with the possibility of a 
pleasure so displayed; others disidentify from it with violent repudiations; 
still others find themselves occupying less stable positions in the circuit 
of contagion, fun, voyeurism, envy, participation, and stimulation. When 
the pleasure is attached to meditative or artistic productions that deal, not 
always in an effortlessly accessible way, with difficult and painful reali-
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ties among others, then readers' responses become even more complex and 
dramatic, more productive for the author and for themselves. Little won
der then that sexuality, the locus of so many showy pleasures and untidy 
identities and of so much bedrock confrontation, opacity, and loss, should 
bear so much representational weight in arguments about the structure of 
intellectual work and life. Sexuality in this sense, perhaps, can only mean 
queer sexuality: so many of us have the need for spaces of thought and 
work where everything doesn't mean the same thing! 

So many people of varying sexual practices, too, enjoy incorrigibly ab
sorbing imaginative, artistic, intellectual, and affective lives that have been 
richly nourished by queer energies-and that are savagely diminished when 
the queerness of those energies is trashed or disavowed. In the very first of 
the big "political correctness" scare pieces in the mainstream press, News
week pontificated that under the reign of multiculturalism in colleges, "it 
would not be enough for a student to refrain from insulting homosexuals 
· · · · He or she would be expected to ... study their literature and culture 
alongside that of Plato, Shakespeare, and Locke." 16 Alongside? Read any 
Sonnets lately? You dip into the Phaedrus often? 

To invoke the utopian bedroom scene of Chuck Berry's immortal aubade: 
Roll over, Beethoven, and tell Tchaikovsky the news. 

16· Jerry Adler et al., "Taking Offense: Is This the New Enlightenment on Campus or the 
New McCarthyism?" Newsweek, 24 December 1990, p. 48. 

"Queer and Now" was written in 1991. Ken Wissoker thought up the title, and Mark Seltzer 
cheered me on with it. 
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